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Abstract—This paper applies optimal power flow (OPF) to
evaluate and maximize network benefits of demand-side management (DSM). The benefits are quantified in terms of the ability of
demand-responsive loads to relieve upstream network constraints
and provide ancillary services, such as operating reserve. The
study incorporates detailed information on the load structure and
composition, and allows the potential network benefits, which
could be obtained through management of different load types,
to be quantified and compared. It is demonstrated that the actual
network location of demand-manageable load has an important
influence on the effectiveness of the applied DSM scheme, since
the characteristics of the loads and their interconnecting networks
vary from one location to another. Consequently, some network locations are more favorable for implementation of DSM, and OPF
can be applied to determine the optimal allocation of demand-side
resources. The effectiveness of the presented approach is assessed
using a time-sequential OPF applied to typical radial and meshed
U.K. distribution networks. The results of the analysis suggest
that network operators could not just participate in, but also
encourage and add value to the implementation of specific DSM
schemes at the optimum network locations in order to maximize
the total benefit from DSM.
Index Terms—Load management, optimization, power system
analysis computing, power system planning, smart grids.

I. INTRODUCTION
OR several decades, various forms of demand-side management (DSM) have been applied by network operators
to regulate system load profiles and to improve system generation-load balancing (e.g., by remote control and block-switching
of storage heating loads). These DSM methods were non-locational and affected only the overall system demand, as it was not
feasible to control demand within specific areas or locations in
the network. In light of the growth in variable renewable power
sources and the decreasing contribution of conventional generation to the overall generation portfolio, many studies have identified a need for future networks to provide additional system
flexibility through alternative means (e.g., [1]–[4]). DSM has
been suggested as having the potential to provide a significant
amount of this required flexibility [5], [6]. For instance, it is es-
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timated in [1] that as much as 5% of the total Great Britain (GB)
system load at winter peak demand could be deferrable, if the
necessary DSM technologies and incentives are implemented.
In addition to DSM providing a contribution to system
energy balancing, DSM also has significant potential for
demand-responsive loads to alleviate network contingencies
and manage constraints. An overview of the main concepts
and approaches used in “network-driven” DSM (referring to
DSM schemes aimed at improving network performance and
security) is provided in [7].
The majority of current network-driven DSM initiatives
implemented worldwide have been focused on large industrial
customers, e.g., [8]–[10], as these users have loads of sufficient
size to make a significant contribution to grid ancillary services. In GB, the National Grid requires that users must meet
minimum MW and MWh requirements to participate in the
Balancing Mechanism (BM), e.g., active power peak demand
must be larger than 3 MW at a given site and it has to be
reduced by at least 2 hours in order for it to be considered for
the provision of certain DSM-based BM services (short-term
operating reserve, [8]). However, advances in digital information and communication technologies (ICT), as well as load
control at end-use points, are expected to encourage further
implementation of DSM amongst smaller customers in other
load sectors, e.g., residential and commercial [11]–[13].
In order to achieve the volumes of demand required to participate in the BM and make a significant contribution to network ancillary services, various means of combining and coordinating DSM actions from many highly-distributed users have
been proposed, such as the “aggregator” [14] and “virtual power
plant” concepts [15], [16]. In addition to the enabling ICT technologies required to realize DSM schemes in the residential and
commercial load sectors, new market mechanisms are also required. These electricity market and economic barriers to the
further deployment of DSM are discussed in [17] and [18]. The
work presented in this paper is focused on the accurate electrical
modeling of DSM for the purposes of power system analysis and
network support, and not on the electricity market mechanisms,
or the enabling ICT infrastructure required for the implementation of the specific DSM actions and schemes discussed.
Since demand side resources in residential and commercial
load sectors are highly-distributed and deeply embedded in the
LV and MV networks, accurate modeling and analysis of the
DSM potential to contribute to the improvement of network performance is a difficult task. The analysis presented in this paper
shows that optimal power flow (OPF) can be applied as a planning tool to maximize the network benefits in a given distribution system.
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OPF [19] is a well-established technique which is applied for
a range of optimization problems in power system operation and
planning [20]. As penetrations of variable distributed generation (DG) in networks have increased, OPF formulations have
been developed to maximize the amount of variable DG which
can be connected to the distribution network without violating
voltage, thermal, and fault level constraints [21]–[24]. Furthermore, advanced OPF and linear programming techniques have
been proposed for power flow management and asset utilization
improvement in distribution networks, e.g., [25]–[28].
OPF techniques have also been applied to minimize the load
shedding required in extreme network contingency scenarios, in
order to prevent system collapse and/or return the system to secure operation [29]–[36]. However, most of these papers focus
on load shedding for improvement of transmission level voltage
stability, and the methods developed are not directly applicable
to highly-distributed residential and commercial DSM loads.
Recently, there has been considerable interest in the application of OPF methods for optimizing the control of DSM loads
and storage devices, where end users are exposed to real-time
electricity pricing [37]–[46]. However in many cases, the OPF
analysis is not applied to realistic distribution systems, (e.g.,
[31], [39], [40], [45], [47]), and the impact of the network location of each load on the effectiveness of the DSM schemes is
not considered. Additionally, most previous research in the area
does not consider in detail the electrical characteristics of typical residential and commercial loads, and the effect of temporal
changes in the load structure on the analysis. There have been
several papers which discuss the incorporation of more detailed
aggregate load models into the OPF [47]–[49]; however, these
papers do not deal with DSM applications.
This paper builds on previous work on the modeling and analysis of residential and commercial sector loads described in [50]
and [51] to develop a general methodology for assessing the
potential network benefits from various DSM-enabled loads in
a given distribution network. The presented analysis demonstrates that some network locations are more beneficial for the
development and deployment of DSM services than others, due
to the electrical characteristics of the loads and their interconnecting networks.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides the
problem formulation. The proposed methodology is then illustrated in Section III, first using a simple radial distribution network example, and then using a larger, meshed distribution network. Section IV incorporates detailed information on the load
structure and load composition in the analysis, while the discussion and conclusions are given in Sections V and VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
It is demonstrated in [21] that OPF can be used to determine
the optimum locations for DG capacity in the distribution network, using the “reverse loadability” technique. This involves
adding negative load at each bus iteratively and utilizing the
OPF algorithm to maximize the added DG capacity until either the network bus voltage or line constraints are broken. The
methodology allows the effects of adding DG at any bus location on the network headroom, or hosting capacity, to be quantified. The analysis in [21] shows that the addition of DG at certain buses is much more beneficial from a network operation

point of view, and that connection of DG at inappropriate buses
can effectively “sterilize” other parts of the network, i.e., use all
of the available headroom and prevent any further DG connections.
A similar, OPF-based approach is applied in this paper, but
with a different objective: to determine where the application
of demand-manageable loads, or DSM resources, would be of
most benefit to the network. The methodology and the results
of the analysis suggest that network operators could not just
participate in, but also encourage and add value to the implementation of specific DSM schemes at the optimum network
locations (e.g., through appropriate economic incentives, or by
applying hierarchical/prioritized DSM schemes). The selection
of optimal locations for DSM is analogous to the allocation of
generator connections and access rights to the network, as implemented by many transmission system operators (TSOs) and
distribution network operators (DNOs). Some network operators apply “use of system” charges to encourage generator connections at the most beneficial locations and discourage connections at locations where the network is constrained, or where
operational problems may occur. Similar economic incentives
could be employed to encourage development of DSM schemes
at the optimal network locations. The problem can be stated as
follows:
Given a particular network contingency/constraint, and
a number of downstream loads, each with a demand-manageable portion, calculate the optimum use of DSM resources which will allow all of the network constraints to
be met with the minimum amount of the total load disconnected by a DSM scheme.
A. OPF Constraints and Objective Function
The objective of the OPF formulation is to minimize the
total amount of load adjustment required to satisfy network
constraints:
(1)
is the number of network load buses where DSM
where
can be applied,
is the initial active power of bus load
in MW, and
represents the load adjustment factor, or the
portion of the intitial MW load at bus which is available for
deferral.
is the cost of load adjustment assigned to the DSMenabled load at bus , in cost units per unit MW. In the analysis
presented in this paper, is not given a monetary value. Instead
it is set to an arbitrary value of 1.0 per MW for all of the loads.
However, if required, this can be adjusted to allow prices to be
set for the various load DSM services that can be offered in a
given network (see also Section V).
A full AC-OPF is applied assuming balanced, steady-state
conditions, subject to the power flow balance constraints
(2)–(3):
(2)
(3)
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where
and
are the real and reactive net power injections
at bus ,
is the total number of buses in the system, and
and
are the real and reactive parts of the elements
in the network bus admittance matrix,
corresponding to
the th row and th column. In addition, the OPF needs to
satisfy bus voltage constraints (4), line thermal constraints (5),
and constraints on the load adjustment factors at each DSMenabled bus (6):
(4)
(5)
(6)
where
and
are the minimum and maximum
allowed voltages at each network bus (including non-load
buses),
is the MVA power flow through network branch
, and
and
are the minimum and maximum
load adjustment factors for each load at bus (based on the
proportion of demand-manageable load available).
System load (including the DSM portion) is represented in
(1) and (6) by MW demand. The load adjustment factor at each
bus,
, is expressed as a fraction of the intial bus active power
load,
, which is available for deferral. In the examples shown in Section III of this paper, the overall power factor
at each load bus is assumed to remain constant as DSM load
is disconnected. In practical applications, however, the actual
changes in active, reactive and apparent power demand following any DSM action will depend on the type of load which
is disconnected. This is considered in Section IV, where a detailed analysis of the changes in load electrical structure due to
DSM is provided.
For the OPF analysis, an upstream network contingency
is simulated (e.g., thermal overload on an HV line or transformer), and the contribution of each downstream DSM load’s
ability to bring the constraint under control is compared (all the
while maintaining network voltages and power flows within
the allowed limits). This analysis could be used to estimate
the “value” of DSM load at certain locations in the network,
i.e., optimize implementation of DSM at locations where
demand-responsive loads have the greatest ability to relieve
critical upstream network contingencies.
The OPF formulation outlined in (1)–(6) is a static OPF,
which is carried out for a single time step, i.e., none of the
variables are time-dependent. The presented analysis was implemented in PSS/E [52], which uses an interior point method
for OPF calculations.
III. APPLICATION TO NETWORK ANALYSIS
A. Small Radial Distribution Network Example
Fig. 1 shows a typical U.K. radial distribution system, with
a small area, serving a mixture of urban and suburban residential and commercial customers, where the feeders are comprised
entirely of underground cabling of varying lengths and impedances. The total MW demand for this network at maximum
winter loading is 45.5 MW. All data for the modeled 33-, 11-,
and 6.6-kV distribution network components are provided by
the DNO [53]. The impedances
represent the equivalent impedances for the typical U.K. urban MV and LV dis-

Fig. 1. U.K. radial distribution network model.

TABLE I
LOAD AND NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
OF A TYPICAL U.K. RADIAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

tribution networks (the calculation of these equivalent impedances is provided in [54], where more detailed network configurations can also be found). Table I provides the active and reactive power demands at each load bus, and the electrical distances
from each load bus to the grid supply point (GSP),
, calculated as the total impedance (expressed in per unit on a 100
MVA) from each load to the 33-kV GSP bus.
If one of the 132:33-kV grid supply transformers (e.g., T2 in
Fig. 1) is faulted during peak loading conditions, the remaining
132:33-kV transformer (T1) is overloaded, with the MVA flow
equal to 105% of the transformer thermal rating. Assuming that
there is demand-manageable load at each of the four load buses,
the OPF defined in (1)–(6) is applied at each bus in turn to minimize the amount of demand which needs to be adjusted (i.e., disconnected) in order to relieve the overloading of the grid supply
transformer, while also maintaining voltages throughout the distribution network within acceptable limits (0.94–1.06 p.u.).
The results of applying the OPF at each load bus are compared in Table II. The amount of load which needs to be disconnected in order to resolve the transformer overload varies at each
individual load bus. This is a function of the magnitude of the
active and reactive power demands of the loads, and the total
impedances of the network connecting each load to the GSP,
. Table II shows that the load at Bus 4 only requires 1.26
MW of DSM load to be deferred in order to bring the MVA flow
at the grid supply transformer to within its thermal limit (while
maintaining all other network constraints within limits), while
Bus 1 requires 1.66 MW to be deferred to resolve the same overload. This difference of around 24% is because applying DSM
at Bus 4 provides a greater reduction in overall network losses
than at Buses 1–3, and therefore implementing DSM at Bus 4
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE OPF AT EACH LOAD BUS

TABLE III
EFFECTIVENESS INDEX (EI) AND RANKING
OF INDIVIDUAL LOAD BUSES IN EHV4 NETWORK

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE OPF FOR EACH OF THE LOAD GROUPS A-D

Fig. 2. UKGDS EHV4 distribution network model [55].

provides more benefit to the network than at the other three secondary substations. This result is intuitive and simple to understand, as the example network has a radial configuration.
B. Larger Meshed Distribution Network Example
In a larger, meshed network, with a range of voltage and
power flow constraints, the problem of identifying optimal
locations for implementing DSM functionalities becomes more
complex, but the OPF formulation described above can still be
applied to minimize the total load deferral, while meeting all of
the network constraints. The following analysis demonstrates
the methodology on a well-known test network, the United
Kingdom Generic Distribution System (UKGDS) network
EHV4 (see [55] for details). This represents a typical U.K. suburban area network, with a mixed construction (combination of
overhead lines and cables), and meshed topology. This network
comprises 132-, 33-, 11-, and 6.6-kV components with a total
combined line length of 85 km, and maximum load of 151.4
MW, Fig. 2.
A similar analysis to that in Section III-A is carried out on
the EHV4 network using (1)–(6) to determine which loads are
most effective in relieving an upstream network contingency.
As in the previous radial network example, the upstream contingency is modeled as a thermal overloading on one of the grid
supply transformers. The results are discussed below for DSM
schemes implemented at individual load buses and also for the
load groups A-D highlighted in Fig. 2.
1) DSM Results for Individual Load Buses: The potential of
each individual load bus to provide network benefits (i.e., re-

lief of upstream constraints) can be quantified by an Effectiveness Index (EI), defined as the ratio of load adjustment required
at each individual bus compared to the maximum required adjustment across all network buses. For example, at Bus 1140,
the load adjustment required to reduce the apparent power flow
through the grid supply transformer by 1 MVA (while maintaining all other network constraints within specified limits) is
approximately 7% less than the worst-performing bus, Bus 316.
The EI ratio is calculated for each load bus in turn and for a
range of upstream overloads from 1 to 5 MVA in steps of 0.5
MVA, and the overall average EI is used to rank each load bus
in terms of the benefit it provides in reducing MVA flow at the
GSP transformer. Table III shows these rankings for the bestand worst-performing load buses in the EHV4 network (buses
with a maximum load of less than 2 MW are not considered in
the analysis). It is clear from these results that network location also has a significant impact on the effectiveness of DSM
schemes for relieving upstream contingencies in the meshed distribution network.
2) DSM Results for Load Groups A-D: In Fig. 2, four load
groups located in different parts of the network are highlighted:
Group A (Bus 1112), Group B (Buses 1103, 1107 and 1131),
Group C (Buses 1139, 1140 and 1141) and Group D (Buses 1111
and 1134). In this case, an overload of 5 MVA at one of the grid
supply transformers was simulated, and the OPF is solved to
determine the minimum amount of load adjustment required in
each of the Groups A-D to resolve the 5-MVA overload at the
grid supply point, with results given in Table IV.
It is clear from Table IV that it is more optimal to disconnect
DSM load in Group C than in Group A, as only 4.21 MW of user
load needs to be disconnected, compared to 4.51 MW in order to
relieve the same overload (a difference of around 7%). While the
difference between the best- and worst-performing load group
is not as large as in the radial network example (Section III-A),
the cumulative benefits of implementing a DSM scheme at the
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TABLE V
LOAD SECTORS IDENTIFIED AT 11-KV SECONDARY SUBSTATIONS
IN TYPICAL U.K. RADIAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF THE OPF RESULTS AT EACH LOAD BUS

loads in Group C rather than Group A over a long period of time
are significant.
IV. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF DSM LOAD
STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION
In the previously discussed radial and UKDGS network examples, the aggregate load at each bus is modeled as constant
power load type, demanding the same P/Q independent of the
voltage conditions. However, the implementation of DSM actions not only reduces the MW magnitude at the selected bus,
but also changes the load mix, and hence the electrical characteristics of the aggregate load that remains connected at that bus.
The impact of these changes in the load composition on the OPF
analysis are discussed in more detail in this section.
A. Comparison of Load Types Applied for DSM
The 11-kV substation loads at each bus in the radial distribution network (Fig. 1) are classified according to the percentage
of each of the three main load sectors (residential, commercial
and industrial) connected based on measurement data provided
by the DNO, Table V. There are also some relatively small contributions from other load sectors, such as street lighting and
transportation, but these are neglected since they make up less
than 5% of the total aggregate demand.

Fig. 3. Decomposition of typical UK daily demand curves for maximum winter
day: (a) residential sector; (b) commercial sector (ICT stands for information
and communications technology, and DHW is domestic hot water).

of the load decomposition for typical U.K. residential and commercial loads, based on demand profiles recorded by the DNO
for the maximum winter day. The industrial load model used in
this analysis is not decomposed in detail, instead it is assumed
constant throughout the day, and is based on the “light industrial” model described in [59].
Using the contributions from each of the three main load sectors, and the decomposition of the aggregate substation demands
into load types in Fig. 3, the potential for each load type (e.g.,
residential “wet” load, commercial refrigeration etc.) to provide
network services can be assessed. The aggregated load models
are expressed in exponential form, and the analysis is carried
out at each 30-min interval, giving a time-varying set of load
coefficients, expressing the changes in load composition at each
interval over the course of the day:
(7)

B. Decomposition of the Aggregate Load
In [50], component-based load models of U.K. residential
and commercial sector loads were developed, which allow the
aggregate substation demand to be decomposed into its corresponding load components, based on available statistics on
load mix and device ownership (e.g., [56]–[58]). The component-based approach described in [50] and [51] is applied in this
paper to build an accurate, equivalent representation of the aggregate demand at each bus in the analyzed network, allowing
the portion of the demand-manageable load for specific times of
the day to be identified. This information allows various DSM
scenarios to be modeled by adjusting the corresponding load
components in the aggregate demand. Fig. 3 shows the results

(8)
where
and
time interval .

are the exponential model coefficients at

C. Application of Time-Sequential OPF to Analysis of Load
Types
A variation of the OPF outlined in (1)–(6) is applied in this
section, in order to assess and compare the potential of each
load type to relieve upstream constraints and congestions. The
component-based models of typical residential and commercial
U.K. loads described in Section IV-B are used to identify the
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load types potentially available for DSM, and the times of day
at which they are available. The OPF applied is time-sequential,
meaning that a static OPF is carried out at each individual time
step. However, the OPF formulation does not include inter-temporal constraints, e.g., time dependencies associated with disconnection and reconnection of deferrable loads across multiple
time steps. The new objective function is
(9)
where
is the active power demand,
is the load adjustment factor and
represents the cost. All variables are defined according to the load type , at the time interval . The cost
is set to 1.0 per MW for all loads in the examples shown in
this paper, but if required this parameter can be adjusted by the
user to provide different values for DSM loads, according to the
load type and the time of day at which it is available (see also
Section V). The minimization is subject to the same power flow
and voltage constraints outlined in (2)–(6), Section II.
The upstream network constraint is again modeled as an
overload at the grid supply transformer, and the overloading is
increased incrementally until either the amount of DSM load
available is exceeded, or one of the network constraints (2)–(5)
are broken. The effective MVA reserve at the GSP provided by
each load type, defined as
, is expressed as the reduction
in MVA flow across the GSP interface.
is calculated
simply by subtracting the final MVA flow after the OPF is
carried out,
, from its initial value,
:
(10)

D. Results of Time-Sequential OPF for Each Load Type
The results of the time-sequential OPF are shown Fig. 4,
where the effective MVA reserve (10) is calculated for two of
the load types identified for DSM: 1) residential “wet” load (this
includes domestic washing machines, dishwashers and clothes
dryers); 2) commercial refrigeration load. Fig. 4 shows the effective MVA reserve provided by these two load types if applied
for DSM at each half-hourly time period, given the assumptions
made in Section IV-B for decomposition of the residential and
commercial sector load, and taking into account line and transformer losses, as well as voltage and thermal constraints in the
distribution network.
The results in Fig. 4 illustrate the amount of MVA reserve
which could potentially be obtained from each network bus for
the two considered load types, assuming each load type is fully
controllable (e.g., 100% of each load type can be disconnected
at a given time instant). These results do not consider the reconnection of deferred load, as this will depend on the method by
which loads are controlled (e.g., by a price signal, or a frequency
control signal to consumer smart appliances). In addition, the
actual amount of deferrable load and times for which it is available may vary depending on how the loads are aggregated and
coordinated across multiple users in a particular DSM scheme.
It is assumed, however, that reconnection of the deferred load
will not violate any of the constraints.

Fig. 4. Effective MVA reserve provided at the GSP by each load type: (a) residential “wet” load; (b) commercial refrigeration load.

E. DSM and Changes in Electrical Characteristics of
Aggregate Load
The presented approach allows the effects of any DSM action on the electrical characteristics of the aggregate load to be
analysed. The active and reactive exponential coefficients and
the aggregate load power factors for Bus 4 are shown in Fig. 5
as instantaneous values at each 30-min interval over the course
of day, for both the base case and DSM scenarios (in this case,
the DSM scheme disconnects 100% of the available residential
“wet” load). As before, the reconnection of the deferred load is
not shown.
It is clear from Figs. 5(a) and (b) that there are significant
changes in the load exponential coefficients due to the implementation of DSM (particularly in the active power coefficient
during afternoon hours). Fig. 5(c) shows that the disconnection
of “wet” loads results in a reduction of the aggregate load power
factor. Fig. 6 gives the corresponding results at Bus 1, where
all commercial refrigeration load is disconnected by the DSM
scheme. This figure also shows that the electrical characteristics
of the commercial load change as a result of DSM, especially in
the early morning ramp period (07:00–09:00). It is important to
model changes in the load electrical characteristics due to DSM
accurately, since these results may have implications for voltage
control and network stability.
F. Comparison of Load Types Applied for DSM
The load mix and its aggregate electrical characteristics can
impact the effectiveness of a given DSM scheme. Previously in
Section III-A, the amount of load required to be disconnected
in order to resolve a transformer overload in the typical U.K.
radial urban network was analyzed for each network bus, assuming that all loads are constant power type only (see Table II).
The same analysis is repeated in Table VI, this time including
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Fig. 5. Changes in electrical characteristics of residential load due to disconnection of “wet” load at Bus 4: (a) active power coefficients; (b) reactive power
coefficients; (c) power factor.

results for scenarios where all load is modeled as constant current, constant impedance, and finally, using the actual exponential model coefficients calculated at each bus at the daily peak
demand, which coincides with the residential peak demand at
17:30–18:00. The results indicate that the detailed composition
of load is an important consideration in the OPF analysis, since it
impacts the voltages at each load bus and the actual MW/MVAr
drawn at each supply point.
V. DISCUSSION
The approach developed in this paper allows the specific contribution of each load type to management of upstream network
constraints to be identified. The methodology is extended to include detailed representations of the aggregate load and can be
used to analyze the changes in the load electrical characteristics
due to DSM actions. It is demonstrated that both the network
location and the load composition at each node have a significant impact on the effectiveness of a given DSM scheme. The
methodology presented can be applied by network operators as a
means for encouraging the development of the most appropriate
DSM schemes at the optimal distribution network locations.

7

Fig. 6. Changes in electrical characteristics of commercial load due to disconnection of refrigeration load at Bus 1: (a) active power coefficients; (b) reactive
power coefficients; (c) power factor.

Additionally, the cost in the OPF objective functions (1)
and (9), which is set to a default value of 1.0 per MW in this
paper, could be adjusted to reflect the actual (or perceived) monetary value of the DSM service provided in a deregulated electricity market. This could allow cost-benefit analysis to be carried out for each load type and allow direct cost per MW/MVA
evaluation of ancillary services provided by distributed DSM
resources within a given network. In this paper, the time-sequential OPF is applied at each bus or load group individually,
in order to compare the effectiveness of implementing DSM at
various network locations. The methodology can easily be extended to analyse multiple network nodes simultaneously to find
the optimal implementation of DSM at multiple sites across a
large network area, and is applicable to both distribution and
transmission network studies.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper applies the OPF technique to evaluate which demand-responsive loads in a given distribution network provide
the maximum “value” to the system, in terms of their ability to
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relieve upstream network constraints and provide ancillary services, such as operating reserve. The approach is demonstrated
on typical U.K. radial and meshed distribution test systems. It
is shown that the exact network location of DSM resources has
a significant impact on the value that a given deferrable load
can provide to the system, in terms of managing upstream constraints. This is due to the different electrical characteristics of
the loads, and their interconnecting networks. An OPF-based
methodology for evaluating the optimal network locations for
DSM is provided, along with an index for ranking each distribution system load bus according to the overall network benefit
provided by application of DSM at that bus.
The methodology is extended to incorporate more realistic
models of the load composition at each bus, describing the mixture of load types, and the intra-day variations. Detailed, aggregate load models of each of the main load sectors are applied,
and a time-sequential OPF is used to determine the effective
MVA reserve which could be provided at the GSP interface by
each load type. The OPF analysis is carried out using a standard
industry tool (PSS/E), and therefore can be readily be applied
by network operators to determine which DSM loads, or combination of DSM loads, can provide the maximum benefit to the
system in a range of operational scenarios.
The amount of load available for DSM and the length of time
for which load could be deferred can vary depending on the
exact type of load and how this load is used by the end-users. For
instance, the composition of residential and commercial loads
may change according to the geographical location, with significant differences between urban, suburban, or rural areas. This
makes the identification of “typical” load profiles very difficult.
The presented analysis of DSM loads could potentially be improved by adding more load sub-sectors and load types for different end-users, and by more detailed, dynamic modeling of
specific load control schemes. The analysis presented in this
paper is limited in that it considers each simulation time step
separately, and does not include all of the restrictions and time
dependencies associated with disconnection and reconnection
of various types of deferrable loads. Further work will extend
the OPF analysis across multiple time periods in order to model
these time dependencies accurately.
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